Abstract. The immense popularity in mobile internet has driven the part of classic web information and services to transform and shrink themselves to match diversity of web-capable mobile devices. This paper will present a Webbased mashup tool to work with range of Japanese domestic mobile handsets and their variety of limited functionalities. Our purpose is to provide users an alternative option to customize information to be displayed and to integrate available services for their mobile phone. Three major working components, functionality tester, service aggregator and output simulator will aid users in understanding the capability of their mobile device and selecting corresponded functionalities. Successfully simulated and simplified information services will be able to access via user's mobile phones with correct configurations.
Introduction
The capability of web access via mobile phones has begun to build up new browsing and using behaviors. After the voice and text only mobile communication age have passed, the remaining popularity of mobile devices such as mobile phones or PDAs still plays a big role in accelerating number of people browsing on mobile internet in the current generation. Moreover, the massive growth of internet over the last decade and the introduction of the broader, faster third generation (3G) mobile network also have a major influence in revising the traditional wireless protocols [1] .
The data communication on-the-go via mobile phones is becoming the key trend in re-designs and re-implements the web application to work effectively on mobile platform. Many new mobile applications such as Mobile Google Voice Search and Google Maps for Mobile (with GPS location service) are very competent examples of re-designed web applications which can deliver a good match with new available technology on mobile phone.
While the renovate method has its potential, the great challenge for mobile developers still remains in dealing with devices' specification. One functioning web page or application on a mobile phone may not work or display properly in the others. Additionally, users always confront overloaded information on the small screen which tends to consume both service charges and interaction time. Besides, classic web information/services alone cannot serve the right task in particular situation such as finding instant directions from the current position. Instead of accessing the top page and drilling down to what information user currently need, we believe that a faster and more sensible solution need to be developed.
In this paper, we are proposing a web-based tool which can help users build a mashup mobile application from specific information source, select integratible web services and compile them into his/her personal mobile web service. The primary objective is to aid user in creating mobile phone's mashup application regarding user's preference and his/her mobile phone's specification. For technical basis, the current system is compatible only with Japanese domestic mobile handsets.
The functional components in the proposed web-based tool are divided into three portions. First, functionality tester (FUNCTE) can automatically match, detect mobile phone's configurations or conduct a manual test for detailed specifications. Second, service aggregator (SERVAR), will work as a personal mobile web service mashup engine which correspond to formerly detected configuration from FUNCTE. Output prototype from SERVAR will be passed to the third section called SIMULO, a webbased simulator, which will display and test the final product.
Research Backgrounds

Mobile Technologies and Trends in Japan
Mobile devices available on current market can be broken down into a few broad classes [2] , [3] ; feature phones, smart phones, PDAs and voice/text only phones. The term feature phones refers to the most common device type which typically comes with voice, messaging and data capabilities. Most feature phones in the past three years also come with built-in cameras and media players. Additionally, mobile devices in Japanese market are likely to take a step forward from overseas phones [4] . The recent domestic feature phones usually come with internet browser, built-in email address, two-dimensional bar code reader and electronic money function.
The big changes begins in late 2001 [5] , the rapid development of 3G technologies by three major carrier (e.g. NTT DoCoMo, KDDI au and SoftBank) is considered as one of the most important developments in the mobile arena in Japan. With greater bandwidth and rapid download and upload speed in the new 3G technologies, the developments in turn opened up opportunities for the telecom companies to offer a plethora of multimedia services on the mobile phone platform. 3G was also paralleled by the availability of compatible handsets with high-resolution screens and the development of a number of web, java and flash applications that run on these cell phones.
Recently, the availability of smart phones and internet portable devices in Japanese market (e.g. iPhone, iPod Touch and Windows mobile phones) also drive another aspect in mobile service development. There so-called overseas rival phones come with greater compatibility which have let Japanese manufacturer reconsider about integrating the full mobile browser (desktop-like) into new phone models.
Problems in Mobile-Wireless Information System
The apparent differences from desktop and mobile browser are the screen size and functionality. Ruti Gafni [6] has stated major problems in mobile wireless information system which are listed below: The specific problems in Japanese mobile-wireless information system which can be extended from area of characteristics in Table 1 are, first, the phone models and technologies are distinguished by each carrier. In common example, a Nokia mobile phone purchased with contract from DoCoMo cannot be used with other mobile network. Second, Japanese mobile services do not share usage across carriers. This problem is a major conflict with the World Wide Web and initiative of globalized internet technology. Therefore, mobile service developers are with no choice but to face the complicated cross-platform and cross-carrier development scheme. The main reason behind the exclusive service problem is the service development is bind strictly with business model which derived from market success of NTT DoCoMo's i-Mode [7] , [8] .
Motivations and Research Methods
While Japanese mobile technologies gain major accomplishment in domestic market, rigid rules for designing mobile web services need to be adhered. Since this era has formed the transition and convergence between internet and mobile technology, the current Japanese mobile technology has obvious drawbacks and compatibility problems. Various case studies have been observing the i-Mode services outside Japan [9] , [10] Consequently, Japanese mobile users are having no choice but to follow the regulation from dependent services and profile-specific phones. With the aim to address these problems mentioned above, this research propose an alternative option to deliver independency to combine internet technology and the ability to create mashup from applicable services for mobile phones with following specifications. 
1.
Our assumption is that users know how to operate their mobile phone browser in certain level. Current system will aid how to integrate information, services and application into their device which working entirely on web pages. We still require minimal effort from users on some specification test and adjustments which will help system run correctly and efficiently on their mobile phone.
2.
Detection via the user agent string and HTTP headers will be conducted after mobile phone was registered and accessed to the initial page in FUNCTE. System will automatically detect working functions from this process. Some specification may need to be tested as it is not available or not provided by carrier's official website.
3. Users are facilitated by narrowed choice of mashup modules from the previous detection. All configurations will be passed to SERVAR and match the working services in association with mobile phone's carrier.
4. SERVAR, the main web mashup engine, is accessed by desktop browser for customization of services, information and applications. Users can choose applicable services and select compatible web application to create their mobile mashup application.
5. After users finish adjusting their mobile service components, simulation of the output page will be display on SIMULO. It will limit its functionality to match user's phone specification. We are planned to include look and feel color adjustments which will be available for some model via CSS or fixed HTML code corresponding to its compatibility. As soon as user completed his/her tuning, the mobile web service page is ready to be published and accessed online.
Related Works and Technologies
Although, several methods in detecting mobile phone specification (spec-detection) have been presented and used worldwide, there are still no centered standard for Japanese domestic mobile phones. The user agent profile (UAProf) [11] , [12] is an XML documents that contains information about the agent type and device capabilities. This information is used by providers to create content in a compatible format for specific devices. Link to UAProf's URL often be found in the HTTP headers x-wap-profile. Apparently, UAProfs fail to cover all devices in the market since not all devices' spec is provided with this standard. Some international brand manufacturer (e.g. Nokia, Samsung) have a compatible UAProfs on their selfmaintenance server.
On the other approach, an open-source project intended for developers working with the WAP and wireless called WURFL has been driven under initiative by Luca Passani [13] . The WURFL is also an XML configuration file which contains device specification. In common terms, WURFL is a manually imported UAProfs with additional sources and fixes submitted by other developers. The WURFL provide greater range of device profiles with rapid updates from developers around the world.
A mobile device web service database called DetectRight [14] was introduced by a Norwegian company in 2005. DetectRight provides free and paid subscribers with APIs and development tools which can be integrated with mobile communication server. HTTP headers from mobile client along with other resources will be match with local database in order to find device's type and specification. A better server management solution is introduced with real-time analyzer and map view of connected clients.
Work and developments in mobile customization are being developed alongside the desktop-based ones. The combination of Yahoo pipes and iPhone [15] is suitably leveraged a creation of mobile mashup application via a visual editor. Christian S.
Jensen et al [16] demonstrate an idea of user-generated content for mobile services by introducing the STREAMSPIN service management system. STREAMSPIN enable users to generate their own mobile services from text/photo posting and geospatial information. A method that allows users to tailor their mobile web page was proposed by Yung-Wei Kao et al. [17] A user can determine which block elements in a web page should be retained. The sequence of these blocks can also be altered according to individual preferences.
The Web-based Mobile Service Customization System
Creating a hybrid web application is considered not a new innovation. However, mashing up services for mobile devices can be a multifarious piece of task since the end-user has to deal with several boundaries as we mentioned in the previous statements. In this research, we are using this prototype system to encourage user to understand those limitations. Spec-detection, service matching and output simulation are main keys which we applied to these following components. The outline of current prototype tool is limited (but not restricted) to Japanese domestic phone models. Mobile functionality tester called FUNCTE in our prototype tool will perform several tasks to detect or test mobile device functionality. As shown in Fig. 2 , first, users will be asked to create their account via mobile device. After the registration complete, the testing or detection process will begin in the following page.
FUNCTE: Functionality Tester
After user accessed to the main page, the detection process start here as FUNCTE server detect user agent string pattern. Some HTTP header might be used to associate this detection, for instance SoftBank's phones are also using HTTP headers affiliated with x-jphone header terms. We have gathered all available phone specifications and stored them in FUNCTE's database. Available information resources for specdetection are listed in Table 3 with all working process shown in Fig. 3 . Despite of server's automatically extracted and updated information form official pages, manual work still needed for some phone's specification. Some of them may not in a complete version due to the lack of accessibility to more detailed resource. Nevertheless, in our evaluation, we are trying to contribute this test page to as many users as possible. Therefore, not only the official specification will complete the system's spec-detection database but newly tested ones will assist our goal as well. In the case that user's mobile device exists in our database; the test process is complete with no further examination. Full specification test might need to be conducted for some new mobile devices. Since some specification is not precise, such as compatible version of JPG,GIF and PNG file, partial specification test (or confirmation test) is required to fulfill the insufficient data. There are categories of both essential information extracted from Web resources and directly tested result from user's mobile phone shown in Table 4 . The screens shots of choice-based test on mobile phone emulator are shown in Fig.4 . 
SERVAR: Service Aggregator
Service aggregator is a web-based mashup engine where users select and assemble their mobile mashup service. Stored output specification from FUNCTE will be passed here to check for compatible mashup modules. For example, as shown in Fig.  5 , a choice of geographical service module will not be selectable in case of very low profile phones. We have listed all available resources in Table 5 with user operations and inputs in Table 6 . Various combinations of these resources, operations and inputs can be used to create mobile web services. Tentatively, SERVAR's graphic interface is under development at present. Since number of services are planned to be included, we are deciding whether to use drop down box base or diagrammatic drag and drop of components. Sample uses and workflow diagram are provided in section 4.2. 
SIMULO: Spec-aware Web Simulator
We are providing users the same way as most of developer's networks always provide a development kit with mobile simulators. SIMULO test the completed mashup application from SERVAR. Rather running as a native application, SIMULO are completely implemented using HTML, CSS and AJAX techniques with these specification and limitations.
1.
Simplified tags in C-HTML or iHTML will be translated to regular HTML tags.
2. Size of screen, texts and color depth are directly retrieved from FUNCTE 3. Image format and its color depth will be adjusted to match the specification. 4. Geospatial information of current user's position is not available.
5.
The CSS look and feel adjustment module is still under development at this time. Components will be selected by using component picker before color is set.
6. For calculating data service charge, SIMULO will also show how many bytes received and sent during the access.
Evaluations and Mashup Examples
Spec-detection
Extracted specifications from carrier's official records are stored in FUNCTE database. Listed amount of phone models and user agent string patterns is shown in Table 7 . DoCoMo's phones use more than one user agent string per model which screen sized can be instantly detected. On the other hand, both KDDI au's and SoftBank's phones only have single agent string pattern per a phone. Instead, they use HTTP headers to provide their specification. This information can only provide screen sizes, browser display mode (horizontal or vertical) and display font size. Another set of information including color depth, supported image format, supported HTML version and location-based service are also extracted. Since this information is not likely to match the actual specification, all users are asked to complete choice based test (Fig. 4) to help correcting our database. We have selected 7 tested subjects with all their descriptions shown in Table 8 . Table 8 , the primary key to match other configurations is model ID since the other parts of user agent string patterns are in diverse form and incompletely provided. Device no. 5, which is a SoftBank's smart phone, is unknown to our database and need to perform a full spec-test. Since not all browser versions were shown, markup language specs are also undetectable and have to be manually extracted from the official resource.
In fact, all mobile carriers in Japan apply charges on every data communication from mobile phones. This condition makes NTT DoCoMo and its detection method the cheapest. SoftBank's mobile phones provide more resources but indeed consume more bytes in data communication while KDDI au's phones require an extra set of mobile IDs. Different design patterns are required to lower communication charges.
Creating Mobile Mashups
Mashup Example 1: Retrieve Position by Search Keyword. The main objective in this example is to find a position from Wikipedia page and pass extracted coordinate to Google Map service to retrieve a map as an image file in compatible format. Mashup Example 3: Retrieve Map from Current Location. Similar to technique applied by Google Map but using the carrier's geo-location web service to retrieve current coordinate as a substitute. Theoretically, the geo-location information is commonly provided in latitude and longitude format. However, some backup service such as DoCoMo Open i-Area, which makes use of radio tower triangulation, may not provide precise location as GPS-based one do. 
Discussions
From our mashup example, many untested components are still in development. Hereby we would like to review their limitations and restrictions which occurred during this evaluation and including the planned system components.
1. The full potential of supported HTML version is not presented. The current markup language is now shifting from generic HTML to extended HTML which rendered pages are slightly different.
2. Network latency of each web resources need to be tested and revised. The current method save the amount of data received and transmitted but randomly did not conserve a short connection time. In mashup example 1, some client can go through the map search procedures in no time but others did not. Indexed database from crawled search results might be considered.
3. In providing map image to users, zoom level is not adjustable. Our default zoom level set for Google map API is fixed at 14 in example 1 and 16 in example 3. This adjustment has to be done manually by users which correspond to their display area.
4. There is no search keyword suggestion module in our system. In the later implementation, we will put this module as a choice for users. They can choose to conserve network traffic or save time to input keywords.
5. The number of text in search result is limited to a short description. Our intention is not to provide user an extra mobile search engine but to have it integrated for the other use. By storing tagged search results, user can share information between mobile phone and desktop or with other users.
6. Search language preference in Wikipedia API is specific to Japanese. Wikipedia provide geo-tag in Japanese article and English article differently and we are still working on the conversion module. The others can be applied with both Japanese and English.
Conclusion and Future Work
In a research to converge mobility and mashup information, there are several approaches needed to be considered. Most of the mobile applications are bounded with devices' specification as well as relevant web services to be applied. Additionally, mobile service carriers in Japan tend to keep their service exclusive to their contracted customer or even specific phone model. Therefore, we developed a system that address device configurations problem at the first hand and provide users an option to mash and use their application independently.
Technically, the current system is able to test mobile phone specification or make detection with user agent string and HTTP headers. Integratible service will be listed in creating mashup application process. Hereby, partial tasks are done by users which, as well, fulfill information resources for further development. There are still some components currently under development which covers output simulator, look and feel configurator and to add adjustable feature. We are planning to revise the APIs to improve their speed, size and stability to use in the actual setting.
Although our purposed method is able to provide an alternative manner in delivering information to mobile phone, there is still no assurance to support plethora of mobile devices. Besides, the consideration has to be made for whether to strict with design basics, to be more specific or to let all works done by adaptive method. In the current evolving trends, mobile phone is not only capable of input and display texts, the advantage of camera and microphone on the device is extensively interesting to apply. A splendid mashup application can be created in support of Javascript-capable phone and accessible low level API such as ones appeared in Android or iPhone platform. Indeed, this study ultimately needs more flexible access to lower level of device controls and higher level of web APIs.
